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DOG CLASSES 
 

JUNIOR PUPPY DOG  (6) 

 

1. GRANASIL STRUDEL (Gentil) - This young black and tan is one to watch.  He has all the 
essentials in a compact toy package. His size and proportions are spot on with a level topline and 

correct tail set.  He put his well turned stifles to good use as he sailed smoothly around the ring.  All 

he needs is a bit of time and maturity. 
2. FALLING SPRINGS JUST YOU WAIT AT CROWNEROSE (Rosenberg/Rosenberg) - This well 

marked blenheim caught my eye with his lovely soft head and expressive eyes.  I was thrilled to see 

his lovely arch of neck, something that is missing in many.  He was a bit erratic on the move  which 

should settle with maturity. 
3. TUDOROSE RETURN OF THE VELVET TEDDY BEAR (Mixon/Mixon) - Barely 5 months old 

and solidly built, he moved very well pushing off his short hocks with good drive.  Overall a nice 

boy, but a bit strong in head for me. 
4. BROOKHAVEN NUMBER NINE DREAM (Utych) - Nicely proportioned with a short back and 

softly textured coat, he was not as good on the move as those placed above. 

 

SENIOR PUPPY DOG (4) 

 

1. ORCHARDHILL AUSPICIOUS AT TUDORROSE (Mixon/Venier/Venier) - A well made dog 
with good angles front and rear and nice substance who cut a sporty outline on the move with his nice 

reach of neck.  He was shown in lovely coat and condition. Larger eyes would be ideal to create a 

softer expression. BEST PUPPY DOG AND BEST SENIOR PUPPY 

2. VALENTYNE BUDDY (O’Brien) - I was immediately drawn to this boy.  His compact size and 

overall shape combined with his very rich coat color and pigment set him apart.  At almost a year old 
he has a beautiful head with a soft melting expression.  With maturity and ring confidence, he will 

have better days ahead. 

3. LINRICA OVER THE MOON BABY (Liu) - There is no denying this boy’s breed type when 
looking at his scrumptious head with gorgeous big dark eyes. He is of correct size and proportion but 

did not hold together as well on the move. 

4. FOXWYN IN IT TO WIN IT (Bertron/Fox) - Immature ruby with a lovely richly colored coat, he 

needs time to come into his own. 
 

GRADUATE PUPPY DOG (3) 

1. BROOKHAVEN CATCHING FIRE (Ayers/Martz) - Another compact boy who was solidly built 

with a type headpiece.  He held a level toppling and correct tail carriage on the move and pushed 

strongly off his rear.  He was still carrying a lot of puppy fluff, particularly at the elbows which made 

it difficult for me to asses his overall movement.  I look forward to seeing him as he matures. 
2. FALLING SPRINGS RAMBLIN GAMBLIN MAN (Curley) - This breeder obviously appreciates 

a nice layback of shoulder and length of neck and this boy was no exception.  He drove well off his 

rear which was not matched in front movement as his chest has yet to drop. 
3. KB PRIDE RUBENS AT HUDSONVIEW (Glynn/Glynn) - There was much to like in this body 

with his pretty head and lovely richly marked coat.  He was a solid, clean mover but a bit longer caste 

than I prefer. 
 



NOVICE DOG (1) 
1. DARANE THE ONCE AND FUTURE KING (Solino) - Pretty tricolor with a nicely broken coat of 

correct texture he moved smoothly but was let down by his tail carriage. 

 

BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG (3) 

 

1. CH. CHADWICK BEST SELLER II JW (Eckersley/Reed) - This handsome fellow is just the sort of 
sporty dog that fits the breed standard for me.  His handsome, moderate head is set off by large dark 

rimmed eyes with the rich pigmentation carrying over to his richly colored coat.  His correct confirmation 

is spotlighted in his sound movement with strong reach and drive and an elegant outline in profile.  An 

outstanding cavalier who was unlucky on the day to be edged out for top honors. I was happy to award 

him RESERVE WINNERS DOG, RESERVE BEST IN SHOW, BEST 

AMERICAN BRED AND BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR. 
2. CH. INFINIDAD INSTANT GRATIFICATION C-TKA (Laliberte) - A lovely boy, he was shown 

in excellent coat and condition.  Another sound mover, he is a worthy champion. 

3. CH. SERAPHAVEN RETURN OF THE KING (Gogol) - At six years of age, this pretty headed 

tricolor wasn’t quite as strong on the move as those placed above him.   
 

JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED DOG (3) 

 

1. CHADWICK CHARISMATIC OF BLUEBONNET (Vezina) - Best overall breed type in the 

class, he was of correct size with rich pigment and lovely coat.  I would prefer a more moderate head 

with softer expression. 
2. CROSSBOW BALOO FROM THE JUNGLE AT BLUESTARA (Glines/Alvarez) - I preferred 

this boy’s head and large dark eyes,  He was a bit larger of frame and not as sound on the move. 

3. SREYA HANG ON TO YOUR EGO (Ayers/Ayers) - Only 10 months old, this ruby had a richly 
colored coat of correct texture and pretty eyes.  He needs to mature in body. 

 

AMERICAN BRED DOG (9) 

 

1. SORELLA GOD OF THUNDER (Castro/Green)  - I really liked this guy with his outstanding rich 

pigment and markings.  He was correctly made with good angulation and a nice cobby body.  Solid 
on the move, he looked great from every angle.  I gave him strong consideration in the challenge, but 

he just lacked the maturity and finish of the major winners. 

2. ORCHARDHILL NEWS TO ME (Venier/Venier) - Another well made fellow with a lovely head 
and soft espression, he was shown in good coat and was solid on the move.  The class winner nipped 

him with a sportier routine on the move. 

3. ALMEARA FORESTCREEK PATRICK (Whitmire/Cline) - Compact richly marked blenheim 

with good substance.  He was very much to type though he carried too much coat for me. 
4. NIGHTINGALE WIPEOUT (Mulligan) - Finishing 4th in this class was no shame as it was filled 

with quality.  This Blenheim had a lovely head and large expressive eyes.  Correct for size and shape, 

he was not as settled on the move. 
 

SECOND GENERATION AMERICAN BRED (3) 

 
1. MAYFIELD HERCULES AT HILIFT (Paris) - Bigger dog built along athletic, sporty lines, he 

was sound on the move and had a pleasant moderate head. 

2.  CHADWICK MELODRAMA OF CELIMOR (McCarty/Eckersley) - Richly marked blenheim 
with an abundance of coat. He was a true toy and sound on the move.  I prefer a less extreme 

headpiece.  



3. NIGHTINGALE HEART OF GOLD (Weeks/Weeks) - Like the class winner, this dog was larger 
with sporty build.  He lacked a bit in conditioning. 

 

HEALTH AND CONFORMATION DOG (3) 

 

1.  CH. BROOKHAVEN HERE COMES HOGAN (Ayers/Martz/Green) - At almost seven years old, 

this gentleman still has it.  He gave nothing away to the younger competitors in condition or 
movement.  His size, shape and substance were spot on and he had the muscle and conditioning of a 

dog in his prime. I was thrilled to have the opportunity to go over this well known champion who is 

deserving of his many wins. 

2. CH. CHADWICK CODE BLACK OF CELIMOR (McCarty/Eckersley) - An outstanding tricolor 
with a lovely head and solid construction.  He was very smooth on the move and was in excellent 

condition. 

3. CH. KELLENE BACKSEAT BOY (Carter)- All three competitors in this class are worthy winners 
and this fellow might’ve been one of the best showman of the day.  I really liked his expression and 

great eyes. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM DOG (4) 

 

1. ORCHARDHILL AUTHENTIC II (Venier/Venier) - Well made 2 year old blenheim of correct size 
with sound movement and an exceptional rear.   

2. ONE N ONLY JUNIOR MOM KANINCHENGARTEN (James) - Another quality cavalier with 

strong breed type and strong movement who pushed nicely off his well angled rear, 
3. NIGHTINGALE LET IT BE - A true toy with a nicely marked coat of correct texture.  Pretty boy but 

would prefer a larger eye.  

4. VERHEYEN BANJO OF CROWNROSE (Rosenberg/Rosenberg) - An athletic boy who was a size 

bigger than others in the class, he was shown in lovely well broken coat.   

 

SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOR DOG (1) 

 

1. CHADWICK BUGATTI AT HUDSONVIEW (Glynn/Glynn) - Happy showman of correct size 

with great bone and in lovely coat, he used his nice angles to cover ground smoothly.   
 

SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY DOG (4) 

 
1. GRANASIL GOLDEN DELICIOUS SUMARA (Gentil) - I have been a fan of this boy for a while.  

Everything about him screams moderation from his handsome head to his correct proportions and his 

richly colored silky coat of correct length.  Though he is lovey standing in profile, it is on the move 
that you can really appreciate his virtues.  He flowed around the ring with a dead level topline and tail 

carriage creating the ideal elegant outline.  In this very strong entry, he just gave away a bit in 

maturity of body but his overall quality earned him an AWARD OF MERIT AND BEST 

RUBY DOG. 

2. INFINDAD CELTIC KNOT ( Laliberte) - Similar in type to the class winner, this boy had a lovely 

head and sound construction.   
3. BROOKHAVEN RETURN TO MAYBERRY OF AUTUMN HILL (Parente) - Best for size in 

the class and a true toy with substance, this boy had a lovely coat.  His head was lovely but a bit less 

masculine and could not match the winners on the move. 
4. KALAIS MAKING IT RAIN (Hess) -Happy showman with a nice head.  His outline was very 

correct when standing but he was let down by his tail carriage when moving. 

 



SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK AND TAN DOG (1) 

 

1. LYNSFAIRE CELTIC CHARM (Fairchild) - Quality dog with a soft expression and rich tan 

markings, he was nice and steady on the move.  
 

OPEN DOG (15) 

“This was without a doubt the strongest class I have had the opportunity to judge.”   

 
1. PASCAVALE HAIDEN (Cline) - This flashy bleneim had me when he walked into the ring and he 

did not disappoint upon closer inspection.  He really ticked all of the boxes for me when considering the 

breed standard. He is properly made in size, shape and substance with a head that is moderate in foreskull 

and stop with plenty of soft cushioning of the muzzle.  His richly marked coat is silky with plenty of 
furnishing without being over abundant.  On the move he covers ground smoothly and has that extra 

spark that draws your eye.  For me he is the perfect balance of moderation, conformation and glamour.  

One of the best I have had the honor of judging. WINNERS DOG, BEST BLENHEIM 

DOG, BEST IN SHOW, BEST BLENHEIM IN SHOW. 
2. CH. ORCHARDHILL ARISTOCRAT (Venier/Venier) - Another that could serve as a model for 

breed type and the standard who shared most of the qualities of the class winner.  He was very 
correctly made with excellent angulation and movement shown in outstanding condition.  He had one 

of the loveliest heads of the day, so soft and expressive with exquisite eyes. An outstanding exhibit 

who was just edged out for top honors - Award of Merit 
3. CH. DREAMVALE GENTLEMAN JACK AT FIELDSEDGE (Smith/Slusher/Slusher) - Black 

and Tan of the highest quality and shown in excellent condition, he earned this placement on his 

overall breed type, solid construction and sound movement. Best B&T Dog, Best B&T in Show 

4. CH. FIELDSEDGE RIDING SHOTGUN (Slusher/Slusher) - Taking fourth place in this stellar 
class was no easy task and this sporty elegant blenheim was up to the challenge.  He is another that is 

a study in moderation that we should look to for the future of the breed.  

 

SENIOR OPEN DOG (2) 

 

1. CH FOXWYN COOL WATER (Norton/Baker-Fox) - Compact, pretty blenheim full of breed type 
with rich markings and in great condition. 

2. CH BELLA SOGNI DOLCI DE AMOR (Weeks/Weeks) - Excellently made, muscular tricolor 

who was very solid on the move, he was beaten out by the overall breed type of the winner. 

 

BITCH CLASSES  
 

JUNIOR PUPPY BITCH (12)  

“This was a very nice class which shows great promise for the future.” 

 

1. FORESTCREEK VIVIAN (Cline) - I really liked this young lady who was so well made and clean 

on the move holding a level topline and using her short hocks to good advantage.  Her solid structure 

was paired with correct head proportion and lovely dark eyes giving her a sweet soft expression.  One 

to watch for the future.  BEST PUPPY BITCH, BEST JUNIOR PUPPY, BEST 

PUPPY IN SHOW 

2. LINRICA TWINKLE TWINKLE LITTLE STAR (Liu) - Such a pretty girl! I loved her head and 

expression and found her to have a nice profile standing with good substance and nice rear 

angulation.    On the day she was erratic on the move but this could correct with maturity. 



3. FALLING SPRINGS SHINING BRIGHTLY (Curley) - Yet another from this exhibitor with a 
nice layback of shoulder and lovely neck.  She was well broken with rich color and pigment and 

lovely eyes.  She drove well off her rear but her front movement was erratic. 

4. CHADWICK BACCARAT OF CELIMOR JW (McCarty/Eckersley) - This toy girl was quite 

lovely, oh so feminine, and loves the ring.  I loved her size and substance, just didn’t find her to be as 
balanced overall as those placed above her. 

 

SENIOR PUPPY BITCH (5) 

 

1. SHERAH PERFECTLY WICKED (Pickett/Crommet) - What a doll!  This petite girl was just what 

you want in a toy spaniel.  From her rich pigment to her proper construction and lovely feminine 
expression, she exuded breed type.  While her movement was sound as I expected from her 

construction, she didn’t show to her best advantage.  With more ring confidence I expect her to do 

well. 
2. FORESTCREEK ANGIE - There was much to like about this glamorous girl with the face of an 

angel in a nice toy package.  Though I am sure she will do well in the ring, I found her perfuse coat at 

this age to be to her detriment. 
3. TUDORR GIGI JW - This young lady was the sporty compliment to the posh of the second place.  

She stood out for her level topline and profile as well as her strong movement.   

4. FIELDSEDGE ANGEL FLYING CLOSE (Lusk/Slusher/Slusher) - This pretty girl has just the 

soft, feminine expression that I love, nothing extreme about her.  She is beautifully marked and has a 
nice copy shape.  She needs to body up a bit to pull it all together. 

 

GRADUATE PUPPY BITCH (6) 

 

1. BROOKHAVEN MARY JANE (Ayers/Martz) - Another beautiful young bitch that will be turning 

heads for some time to come, this blenheim has the total package.  There is no denying her breed type 
when looking into her property placed, huge dark eyes.  She has more than beauty on her side as 

everything is correctly balanced giving her a smooth clean gait.  Definitely a star of the future.  

2. CHADWICK STARBURST OF SUNJAYS (Hellman/Eckersley) - This adorable heavily marked 
tri could be a winner in most lineups.  She was shown in nice silky coat and was solid on the move.   

3. CHADWICK JABOT (Eckersley) - Well marked blenheim with large dark eyes and sweet 

expression, she was not as mature or solid on the move as those placed above. 

4. CHIYODA JUST MY CUP OF TEA AT GLENELLEN (Murphy) - On the larger side, this 
blenheim was well put together and cut an elegant figure on the go around.  She was yet another with 

very lovely eyes.  

 

NOVICE BITCH (3) 

 

1. LINRICA POEME D’AMOUR (Liu) - I would have preferred stronger movement but there was no 
denying that this pretty little tri oozed breed type. 

2. KELLENE SPECIAL ORDER (Marshall) - Well made blenheim who was a size bigger.  She was 

well broken and sound on the move.  
3. NIGHTINGALE KOKOMO (Mulligan) - Petite tri who had the correct shape and nice angulation.  

She needs a bit more substance.   

 

BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH (5) 

 

1. CH MIMRIC THIRTY SIX TWENTY FOUR THIRTY SIX JW (Hodges/Perkins) - This 
beautiful blenheim pushed hard for top honors in the challenge.  Everything is just as you would 



expect given her breeding.  She excelled for breed type and solid confirmation as well as good rich 
pigment and was presented immaculately. 

2. CH INTRYNZIK (Goodwin) - I absolutely loved this compact ruby who was shown in beautiful 

richly colored coat.  She has great substance in a compact package and moved cleanly around the 

ring.  In this stiff competition the little things made the difference and she was a bit happy with her 
tail today. 

3. CH SORELLA HERE COMES CHLOE (Green) - Another petite blenheim with tremendous type 

who looked so pretty standing at attention.  Getting good substance in a small package is no easy feat 
- well done! 

4. CH ORCHARDHILL HIGH DRAMA (Venier/Venier) - This rounds out a quartet of bitches from 

the top drawer who could switch places on another day.  She was very glamorous and shown in 
immaculate condition. 

 

JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED BITCH (3) 

 

1. CHADWICK LACE COLLAR (Eckersley) - At just over a year old this girl is still a bit raw and 

needs time to mature.  /she won this class with her sound confirmation and movement. 
2. WELMFORTH ANGEL IN DISGUISE (Lasser) - Not as solidly made but had a lovely head and 

expression. 

3. KELLENE HAPPILY EVER AFTER (Marshall) - Best size and shape in the class, this richly 

colored ruby just needs time to body up and soften in the muzzle. 
 

AMERICAN BRED BITCH (6) 

 

1. VALENTYNE SHAMELESS (O’Brien)- Lovely compact Blenheim with good bone and a soft 

expression with big eyes and nice dark rims.  Great showgirl.  

2. SORELLA BROOKHAVEN TRINITY (Ayers) - Solidly made, muscular blenheim, she was a 
strong mover and had a well marked coat.  Stronger in head that I prefer but one that should be a great 

producer. 

3. NORTHPOINTE CHANGE THE WORLD ONE SEQUIN (Mitchum) - Profusely coated petite 
blenheim with a nice square shape and lovely eyes. 

4. SERAPHAVEN STARLIGHT AND DEWDROPS (Gogol/Young-May) - Well broken blenheim 

with gorgeous big eyes shown in lovely coat. 

 

SECOND GENERATION AMERICAN BRED (4) 

 
1. TRUELEGANCE MOONLIGHT RHAPSODY (Cromer/Cromer) - A lovely example of this 

trickiest of colors to get right, I gave this tri serious consideration.  She was shown in beautiful silky 

coat and looked great going around the ring thanks to her sound construction and good angulation. 

Add to that a correctly proportioned head with expressive eyes and soft cushioning and you have a 

girl that is knocking on the door for a major. BEST TRICOLOR BITCH, BEST 

TRICOLOR IN SHOW 

2. NIGHTINGALE OVER THE TOP JW MP (Mulligan) - Beautiful soft expression and very types, 

not as compact as the class winner.  

3. FIELDSEDGE TRUTH BE TOLD (Slusher/Slusher) - Only 10 months old, she could not match 
the maturity of those place ahead of her.  Her coat was silky and well broken and I loved her sweet 

expression. 

4. LYNSFAIRE LOVE OF MY LIFE (Fairchild) - Tricolor who was a size larger than others in the 

class - prefer a more compact shape. 

 



SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM BITCH (4)  

 

1. TUDOR LEMON BREELAND JW (Mixon/Mixon) - Very nice girl with great bone and substance 

and good angulation who made a lovely picture on the move.  She was very correct in head type with 
nice eyes and cushioning.  She was shown in nice silky coat. 

2. BONITOS COMPANEROS XAVERIA OF WELMFORTH JW (Lasser) - Nicely made pretty 

bitch with beautiful eyes and nice rich pigment, her coat was a bit unruly. 
3. DIORCHAVON HEARTS ON FIRE ( Bialek) - Richly marked, well broken coat, nice eyes and 

pigment.  Very nice rear angles and good substance, she was a bit stronger in head than I prefer.  

4. BLUEGARDEN FINAL EDITION OF CHARDMONT (Greak/Comer) - Very balanced girl with 

a strong rear and sporty free flowing movement.  I liked her large eyes with rich dark rims.  Just a size 
bigger than others in the class.  

 

SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOR BITCH (3) 

 

1. REGIUS BOMBAY ADORABLE FOR ME (James) - Nice quality tri with good coat texture and a 
lovely broad collar of white to accentuate her sound compact build.  She had really nice rear 

angulation and moved smoothly. 

2. AUTUMNHILL SUMARA WALK THE LINE (Parente/Gentil) - Very pretty smaller girl with a 
well marked coat of correct texture. She was compact with correct structure and just needs a bit more 

body. 

3.  CHEW CREEK APPLE CRISP (Laliberte) - Another well broken small girl who needs a bit more 

substance and confidence.  
 

SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY BITCH (4) 

 

1. AUTUMNHILL UNFORGETTABLE AT TIDEWATER (O’Brien/Tatum/Parente) - I have 

enjoyed watching this ruby glide around from ringside and was thrilled to have the chance to go over 

her.  Just as I suspected her construction is immaculate with good angulation front and rear, a dead 
level topline and short coupled.  In the challenge, she never put a foot wrong and looked so elegant.  

She sealed the deal when she alertly fanned her ears forward and the expression was melting.  

RESERVE WINNERS BITCH, BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH, 

BEST RUBY BITCH, BEST RUBY IN SHOW.   

2. GRANASIL FLORENTINE OF SUMARA JW MP (Gentil) - Very richly colored coat with nice 

bone and good angulation.  She has a lovely head with nice big eyes.  
3. BROOKHAVEN WAR OF THE ROSES (Ayers/Martz) - Very balanced compact girl with great 

substance in a small package.   

4. INFINADAD PYROMANIA (Laliberte/Laliberte) - Very happy showgirl with a pretty feminine 
head, she did not have the substance of others in the class. 

 

SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK AND TAN (3) 

 

1. VERIBAS BLACK EYED PEA AT TIDEWATER – (O’Brien/Tatum) Classic head with 

expressive eyes and rich dark tan markings short coupled and good angulation, she was sound on the 
move but carried her tail a bit high. 

2. AUTUMNHILL SUMARA JUST FLIRTING WITH YOU (Parente/Gentil) - Well made and ultra 

feminine, this girl has caught my eye before.  She is a great little package but was not keen to show 
herself off. 



3. BROOKHAVEN BLACK VELVET SLOW SOUTHERN STYLE – (Bennett/Bennett) Similar in 
type to the class winner, she was shown in impeccable coat but did not have the soft expression of 

those ahead of her. 

 

OPEN BITCH (6) 

 

1. CH LEGACY CHENIN BLANC WITH EVERY, JW (True/Lindemaier/Seidman-McDonnell) - I 
have admired this lovely lady from ringside and she did not disappoint. Her overall balance perfect 

for size and substance was just what I was looking for.  She oozed femininity with a sweet expression 

and beautiful eyes.  A true toy spaniel with great ring presence, her look at me attitude never stopped.  

WINNERS BITCH, BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX, BEST BLENHEIM 

BITCH, BEST AMERICAN BRED BITCH 

2. CH ORCHARDHILL PRETTY CLOSE (Venier/Venier) - She was everything I have come to 
expect from this venerable kennel.  A classic beauty with large dark eyes outlined by coal black rims 

properly set with a well-cushioned muzzle, who was also well constructed and sound on the move.   

AWARD OF MERIT  

3. KRYSTLE  ITS ALL ABOUT AMY (Torgersen/Torgersen) - Another great one who was so 

similar in type to second place.  Built along the same solid lines, this classic beauty stood out for 

breed type and her lovely head piece. AWARD OF MERIT 

4. CH FIELDSEDGE NAMASTE (Smith/Slusher/Slusher) - An extremely sound bitch, she was very 

sporty and elegant on the move.  Her well-broken coat was of correct length and texture. 

 

SENIOR OPEN BITCH (4) 

 

1. BLACKFIRE I APPROVED THIS MESSAGE (Weidig/Kennedy/ McLaughlin) -  It was difficult 
to believe that this girl recently celebrated her 9th birthday as she move as sure-footedly as the 

youngsters, covering ground with vigor.  She was shown in lovely coat and condition.  

2. SERAPHAVEN PUT A SPELL ON YOU (Gogol/Young-May) - Richly colored blenheim with a 
beautiful head and lovely eyes,  

3. CH MADRYN PORT ROYAL JW (Hasser/Hasser/Weeks/Weeks) - Pretty, compact ruby with a 

pretty head and soft expression, she could not match those above her in movement. 

4. KRYSTLE STAR QUALITY (Torgersen/Torgersen) - This happy girl was smooth on the move and 
well made.  Thise above her were a bit softer in expression. 

 

VETERAN DOG (2) 

 

1. ALMEARA VISIONNAIRE (Utych/Whitmire) - Though a size large than I prefer there was no 

denying the proper structure and movement of this boy.  He was sound as a dollar and never put a 
foot wrong., 

2. CH FOXWYN COOL WATER (Norton/Baker-Fox) - See Senior Open Dog 

 
VETERAN BITCH (3) 

 

1. CHADWICK STORYTELLER (Eckersley)This 11 1/2 year old was one of the soundest shown on 

the day.  She is a credit to her breeder and breeding.  BEST VETERAN IN SHOW 

2. BLACKFIRE I APPROVED THIS MESSAGE (Weidig/Kennedy/McLaughlin) - See Senior Open 
Bitch 

3. MARILEE NUTMEG (Junk/Collins) - Nice with built along larger lines, she has a lovely type head 

and excellent pigment. 



 


